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Have you ever wondered about the

history and timeline of the largest iron

statue in the world?  This masterpiece

is right here in our backdoor - Vulcan. 

 It's the city symbol of Birmingham,

Alabama, reflecting its roots in the iron

and steel industry. The 56-foot  tall

statue depicts the Roman god Vulcan,

god of the fire and forge. It was

created as Birmingham's entry for the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904

World's Fair) in St. Louis, Missouri. It's

over 100 years old and personally I

take it for granted each time I drive by

its museum in Homewood.  I recently

visited the beauty and was quite in

awe of his size and presence.

Vulcan was renovated in 1999.   The 

$14 million renovation process saw

the park and pedestal restored to its

original 1938 appearance.   Thank

goodness for the people who

recognized this need and were

committed to restoring this amazing

wonder.  What an awesome thing to

consider.  In a similar way, ACCi is a

pillar in the Birmingham community. 

With almost 30 years in business - it

has stood the test of time.  It's not

just a company.   ACCi is people.

People building relationships.  People

who care. People committed. People

recognizing and meeting current

client needs and people recognizing

change to meet growing needs.  ACCi

has earned its presence in the IT

world and the Birmingham

community.  It too is a masterpiece

right here in our backdoor.  
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WHAT TO 
CONSIDER WHEN 
CHOOSING AN 
MSP
Selecting the best MSP 

You can only achieve optimum IT

results by selecting the right

Managed Services Provider –

preferably one that can

demonstrate competency and

consistency. Here are some criteria

to keep in mind when choosing an 

  MSP. 

Depth of skills and experience –

Any Managed Services Provider

should, at the very least, have

skills that go beyond basic

software installation, maintenance

and upgrades. Your business will

likely need some advanced IT

functions, such as database

management, virtualization, cloud

technology, security, and cross-

platform integration. An MSP

should have strong expertise in

these models in order to meet the

expectations and needs of your

company. 

Consistent global service – In

addition to the services provided,

MSPs should have global service

capabilities.  

These include the ability to

manage IT systems in multiple

countries,  local language

support for foreign

subsidiaries,  and IT

implementation in new

locations.  Businesses can

expand globally with an MSP’s

global service offering range of

services –   

The IT needs of businesses are

continually changing,  and

MSPs tend to provide a suite of

managed services to respond

to these changes.  This could

mean anything from updates to

software,  security patches,

antivirus and firewall

protection,  or even new

compliance measures.  Make

sure that such services can be

delivered without additional

costs.  

Financial stability and

reputation –   

A Managed Services Provider’s

length of time in the market

doesn’t guarantee their

longevity.  Do your research

into a potential MSP’s annual

reports and financial

statements.  Also ask the MSP

to provide evidence of their

reputation by way of customer

references and testimonials.  

ACCi is not just a 
technology 
company.  We are 
a relationship 
building company 
that uses 
technology to 
promote the success 
of our clients.

Choosing the right Managed Services
Provider is a very important step that

will impact on your business’s
performance and success. If you want
to learn how MSPs can support your

business, contact us today.



5 MUST DO'S IF
YOUR EMAIL GETS
HACKED 
Just like your mom always told

you, prevention is the best

medicine. There are many ways

to protect your e-mail account,

chief among them using a strong

password, followed closely by

not falling victim to phishing or

spyware attacks. Of course,

sometimes bad things happen

even if you take all the right

precautions. So what do you do

if you get hacked? Here are 5

things you should do to protect

your data, cut your losses,

recover control of your e-mail,

and move forward as smartly as

possible. 

These tips come, in part, from a

recent ghacks story about what

to do if your e-mail is

compromised.The assumption

here is that you notice you've

been hacked -- you recognize

you've fallen for a phishing

attack, for example, or someone

is clearly manipulating your e-

mail account in an unauthorized

manner. Here is what you need

to know: 

1. Work fast. Once you

recognize a problem, don't

hesitate a moment -- the bad

guys might be in the process of

trying to deny you access to your

account even as you are coming

to understand the problem, so

get to work quickly. 

2. Change your password.

Immediately change your e-mail

account's password. If you're

using Gmail, choose Mail

Settings, Accounts and Imports,

and then Change Password. If

you're on Hotmail, go to More

Options, Account Details. 

3. Verify the recovery address.

This is where your e-mail

provider sends your password

reset information, and if the bad

guy has changed this setting,

then he can request a password

reset and immediately reclaim

your account. Make sure the

recovery address is set to an e-

mail address you know and

check. In Gmail, it's Mail

Settings, Accounts and Imports,

Change Password Recovery

Options. In Hotmail, click More

Options, Account Details. 

4. Change your password hints.

You might not think about this

very often, but the hints can help

someone suss out your

password. Review them and

make sure they're oblique

enough that only you know what

they mean. In Gmail, you can

find this at Mail Settings,

Accounts and Imports, Change

Password Recovery Options. In

Hotmail, go to More Options,

Account Details. 

5. Change other passwords.

Finally, don't forget that once

your mail has been

compromised, all sorts of other

accounts are at risk as a result.

As quickly as you can, be sure to

change the password for other e-

mail, financial, and personal

accounts. And of course, never

use the same password on more

than one e-mail or financial

institution account. 



Software Development. It’s what drives the world, especially the business world. Software provides
businesses a way to operate, the way they operate. Each business has its own uniquely specific set of
business processes, and software is what drives programs towards these goals. Yes, there are pre-built
software applications out there (spreadsheets, word processors, calculators, etc.), but let’s face it,
sometimes it is not enough. Sometimes your business needs something specific, and whether your
business process includes moving data around from one system to another, or a unique specialized
process or promoting or selling your goods and service on the web, ACCi can help. 

Data Conversions 
Often, getting your data out of one system and into another can be rather tedious and complex. In most
cases, the two systems maintain and store your data in different formats and rules, and this makes it
difficult to keep your data relationships. At ACCi, we are experienced with data conversions, data
migrations and data transformations. We have helped many of our clients clean their data, export their
data to different formats such as CSV, XML, Excel, Access, DBF and import or load their data into
another database or system, keeping your data logic and relationships all the while. 

Custom Application Development 
Many times, your business procedures dictate a specialized process in order to achieve your goals.
Generally, off the shelf software forces your business to sacrifice some of your important business
practices and conform to its layout. Isn’t it time to have your own custom application which specifically
achieves what you need it to do? For over two decades, ACCi has been building custom applications for
our clients enabling them to easily handle some of their simple or complex business processes. Whether
it’s a desktop Windows application or a mobile responsive web application, ACCi can provide a custom
solution to solve your business’s needs. 

Web Hosting 
Today, more than ever, it is important to promote your business on the internet. People use the world
wide web to find goods and services on a daily basis and having a web site will advocate your business
to the world. ACCi provides expertise in web hosting technologies, such as ASP.Net, WordPress, ASP,
JavaScript, CSS, HTML, and more. We can even create your business a custom database driven e-
commerce web site. 

ACCi has a dedicated full-time staff of Microsoft certified software developers capable of producing and
providing our clients with applications that can better their businesses. We understand that meeting with
our clients and understanding their needs is vital to providing a software solution. It is what sets ACCi
apart from the rest. We can design a software solution to meet your specific business process. Whether
your business needs include a data conversion, a custom application or a web site, let ACCi provide your
business a software solution today with the latest technologies. 

Yes, We Have Software Development 
by: BJ Watts – Software Development Manager


